Synchronize Sage 300 Pervasive Data from multiple servers and data folders to Microsoft SQL Server

- A SQL replication solution that works.
- No need for a new server or SSD drives.
- Works on an unlimited amount of data.

It's YOUR data unlock it's potential.

Your data folders are combined in a SQL data warehouse. Each record is tagged with the Sage folder it came from.

Anterra Data Warehouse is updated incrementally on any frequency you want.

You can update data on table groups like GL or AR or on entire data folders.

Reliable syncs let you start your day with a coffee instead of a fire drill.

Users access data through the tools you provide.

Excel
Sharepoint
Crystal Reports
MS Access

Anterra BI
Take your data to the next level with our Cloud Business Intelligence Dashboards, Forecasting, WIP, and AR Collections.